
The Latest from the JGHV Director of Testing! 

Dear friends of the versatile hunting dog,  

 

In consultation with the Stammbuchkommission of the JGHV, I would like to comment 

on the following questions that I received by email. I hope that this will clarify the 

matter for all dog handlers, association judges and apprentices and thus help in 

achieving uniform judging. Clear cut according to the PO (Prüfungsordung / Test 

Regulations), but like hunting (jagdnah). 

 

The following situation and questions: 

 

Question about the VZPO – Water Work  
 

During a judge's ongoing education seminar on water work, there was a discussion 

about how to conduct the test of gun stability at the water. The subject of the 

discussion was a statement on the JGHV website with the following wording: 

 

"A shot duck is thrown far into open water ....” (VZPO §14 (8) a)) Gun Sensitivity 

Special note (Besonderer Hinweis) on this: Several commands or a stone throw are 

possible. The only important thing is that the dog enters the water within about 1 

minute. It is a test of temperament. ….)  

  

Let me summarize the reaction of the judges present: 

The “special note” was met with incomprehension because it contradicts the VZPO: 

§14 (8) b)…. Corrections by the handler in the event of misconduct are only permitted 

after the game has been picked up. …. 

§14 (9) e)  

A dog that does not bring the duck after detecting it the first time cannot pass the 

test. A duck detected by the dog is considered found. Actions by the handler in the 

event of misconduct are only permitted after the game has been picked up. …. 

 

If the test subject gun stability is to be subjected to criteria different than the other 

subjects regarding the reaction to found game, this must be explained in the PO. 

Regarding retrieving (Bringen), however, the criteria that are also formulated for the 

other retrieving subjects should apply (!?). 

 

To ensure uniform judging, the PO should be changed or the "Special note" revised. 

Uniform judging cannot be expected based on the information currently available.  

 

It was the wish from the ranks of the judges present and the organizers to formulate 

this “sentiment” for the Stammbuchkommission and the Director of Testing. 

 

Answer from the Stammbuchkommission and the Director of Testing 

 

This “special note” clearly refers only to entering the water and not to retrieving 

this duck. When the dead duck has been thrown, the dog is prompted by the 



handler to retrieve it. With this prompt, the handler can give several commands, or a 

stone throw is also possible. It is only important that the dog enters the water in about 

1 minute, swims in the direction of the duck so the shot can be made. After the shot, 

the handler must not give any commands until the dog has picked up the duck 

independently. If the dog shows misconduct when retrieving the duck, the handler 

can make a correction. 

 

The correction by the handler in the event of misbehavior, after picking up the game, 

applies solely to a situation when the dog has picked up the game independently and 

shows misbehavior when retrieving the duck and does not apply to entry into the 

water. 

 

Personal comment: According to this VZPO status 2017, thousands of dogs have 

now been successfully tested without any problems over the past two years. Even if it 

was the wish of the judges present to change the PO or the special note, this PO is 

still valid until December 31, 2027 and has proven itself in practice. In my view, it 

would be hard to imagine that the JGHV would change its test regulations with every 

cry or whenever the content was not understood. 

 

Question on the VGPO – Retrieving (Bringen) 

Inquiry regarding the scoring of retrieving in the association utility test (VGP). Scoring 

of retrieving at the water, if several individual subjects are combined to form an 

overall score, i.e. the 3 retrieving subjects for the water work.  

The following question: During the water work, what if one of the retrieving 

performances out of a total of three retrieving performances was rated as „deficient“; 

(mangelhaft) (1 point), but the average of the retrieving performances for the water 

work is „sufficient“ or better.  

In the PO, if a single performance was rated as „not sufficient“ (nicht genügend”) (0), 

the overall rating is „not sufficient“ (0). However, it does not go into a retrieving 

performance that is rated „deficient“ (mangelhaft). In my opinion, if the PO is applied 

according to the text „§ 28 Retrieving the duck“, the dog cannot be eliminated if the 

performance is „deficient“. 

At an HZP, this is very clearly and unambiguously described. In the VZPO, after the 

predicate „sufficient“, there is only „not sufficient“ with the points (2, 1, and 0). 

At the Solms of the Deutsch Kurzhaar Verband (DK) this is clearly stated under 

“Retrieving the duck”. As with the VGP, this is also only rated in predicates. But here 

it is clearly stipulated that the overall judgment is „not sufficient“ even if an individual 

performance is „deficient“. 

Answer: The question is certainly justified, since the wording is not as clear as in the 

VZPO of the JGHV or the Solms of the DK Association, although here we are 

concerned with a comparison of natural ability and utility tests. So, it is correct if the 

VGP rates a dog's individual performance at the water as "deficient" (mangelhaft), 



but the sum of all retrieving performances is scored at least "sufficient" (genügend), 

so the dog can pass the test.  

 

Wording in the VGPO under § 28 (3) Retrieving the duck, page 43: 

In the scoring, all of the dog's retrieving performances during the water work 

must be considered. If an individual performance is scored as “not sufficient” 

(0 points), the overall score for retrieving the duck can only be “not sufficient” 

(0 points).  

As soon as a single retrieving subject is scored “not sufficient”, the dog may not be 

tested further and cannot pass the test. This is clearly regulated in the PO under the 

overview of the classification of the individual prize categories VGP on page 56. 

When classifying the individual prize classes for water work as with prize I, II and III, 

at least a "sufficient" performance is required in the 4 subjects (independent search 

without duck in dense cover, blind retrieve in dense cover, independent search with 

duck in dense cover and retrieving the duck). Sufficient performance means at least 2 

points in all of these 4 subjects; however, an individual retrieving performance can be 

judged with the predicate "deficient". 

 

Additional question: When is the score "deficient" given when retrieving the duck? 

 

Answer: This can only be given, for example, if the dog has a really bad grip when 

retrieving the game, does not sit, drops the game in front of the handler or plays with 

the game, but the handler still comes in possession of the game. If the game is 

severely damaged so that it can no longer be used, only the score "not sufficient" 

may be given, even if the handler came into possession of the game. The condition 

or edibility of the game must be paramount. 

 

Rationale: The wording in the VGP under § 28 (3) Retrieving the duck, page 43, is 

certainly not entirely correct, but the question everyone has to ask is why this wording 

was chosen in the PO, dated March 2012? Why the text was adopted unchanged in 

the PO, dated 2017, why there have never been any problems with the interpretation 

or when judging in practice? We must and can live and judge with this wording, 

because one thing should be clear to everyone, from a VGP dog I can / must 

demand correct retrieving of the game. If the retrieving of the game does not meet 

hunting requirements and respect for the game, even in a single subject, then we 

must rate this as “not sufficient”. It is very gratifying when someone deals so precisely 

with the wording / content of a PO, but we should not start looking for the needle in 

the haystack or the salt in the soup and make life difficult for ourselves. 

 

The hunt demands the reliable recovery of lost game with an entirely correct retrieve. 

For the VGP dog, this is a MUST. 

 

Josef Westermann 

Director of Testing, Jagdgebrauchshundverbandes e.V. (JGHV) 
 


